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Fix the punctuation mistakes in 
these sentences. If the sentence is 
correct, write CORRECT. 
 
 
_______________ 1. The criminal escaped stole the jewelry and left the  

country. 

_______________ 2. This video game is fun because you can build  

create and compete. 

_______________ 3. Owen loves to watch this show and to play games. 

_______________ 4. We are buying groceries making dinner and baking  

a cake for dessert. 

_______________ 5. Where are you going to go to find apples steak and  

pepper? 

_______________ 6. The soldier ran, lifted weights, and drank a lot of  

water. 

_______________ 7. I accidentally slept too late missed the bus, and  

arrived after the bell. 

_______________ 8. Did you buy dinner for my mom my dad and my  

brother? 

_______________ 9. Chicken hamburgers and lasagna 

are some of my favorite meals. 

_______________ 10. Terry used to play football act 

and model for a living. 

 

Separate items or phrases in a 
series of two or more with commas. 

 
I enjoy eating pizza, watching the 
game, and talking with my friends. 
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Answers 
 

_______________ 1. The criminal escaped, stole the jewelry, and left the  

country. 

_______________ 2. This video game is fun because you can build,  

create, and compete. 

          correct            3. Owen loves to watch this show and to play games. 

_______________ 4. We are buying groceries, making dinner, and baking  

a cake for dessert. 

_______________ 5. Where are you going to go to find apples, steak,  

and pepper? 

          correct            6. The soldier ran, lifted weights, and drank a lot of  

water. 

_______________ 7. I accidentally slept too late, missed the bus, and  

arrived after the bell. 

_______________ 8. Did you buy dinner for my mom, my dad, and my  

brother? 

_______________ 9. Chicken, hamburgers, and lasagna are some of my  

favorite meals. 

_______________ 10. Terry used to play football, act, and model for a  

living. 
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